3D FEEDBACK

DESCRIPTION:
The 3D Feedback workshop enables managers to see every dimension of a feedback discussion. This engaging session incorporates interactive case scenarios, table exercises, and discussions to equip managers with methods and strategies for effectively planning and delivering well-rounded feedback. Participants will also receive guidance on coaching for specific skills and behaviors.

SARTO’S PHILOSOPHY
is driven by our mission to provide tailored solutions that will grow your business by developing your people through effective management training, leadership development, and coaching.

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
- Explore different feedback approaches
- Learn how to properly plan and prepare to give feedback
- Navigate through the feedback discussion effectively
- Anticipate all the angles of a feedback conversation
- Understand the importance of timing
- Develop a list of powerful questions
- Align on next steps and follow-up

Listen to our leadership podcast at www.leadershipjamsession.com